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ABSTRACT

We present schemes for hardening image watermarks against
adversarial jamming. Our techniques improve upon stan-
dard correlation- and spread spectrum-based methods, and
withstand various image distortions and attacks intended to
render watermarks unreadable. The watermarking schemes
we propose explicitly locate and amplify watermark data re-
maining after attacks. Key ideas include embedding of wa-
termarks in specially chosen domains, application of image
enhancement, computation of responses over watermark sub-
sets, and use of redundancy and search. For watermark de-
tection, our schemes do not require the original image or
any information about it.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years, a variety of image watermark-
ing schemes have been introduced in literature and applied
in practice [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Such schemes hide a
small amount of data, typically one to 1K bits, in images for
purposes such as copyright protection and image identifica-
tion. Unfortunately, virtually all published watermarking
schemes fail to withstand attacks aimed at rendering em-
bedded data unreadable, and most watermarks can be easily
defeated even by simple image manipulations. This reduces
the practical usefulness of such watermarks, and leads to the
question of whether more robust schemes can be developed.

We describe new watermarking algorithms designed to
resist a wide variety of attacks [11, 12, 13]. These include
both common image-processing distortions, such as lossy
compression, rescaling, and cropping; and malicious attacks,
including watermark-distorting software such as StirMark
and unZign [14, 15]. For embedding and detecting one or
more bits in images, we use a standard correlation-based ap-
proach and spread-spectrum methods [16, 17, 18], and add
techniques to harden watermarks against attacks. In partic-
ular, we compute watermark responses over subsets and ap-
ply image-enhancement procedures that locate and amplify
watermark data after distortions. Our detection procedures
do not use any information about original non-watermarked
images. Implementations and extensive tests show that for

detecting watermarks attacked in various ways, these meth-
ods are substantially more effective than past approaches.

2. A BASIC ALGORITHM

We first review a typical correlation-based algorithm for wa-
termarking, and then describe our algorithm as a variation
on this. Our methods anticipate potential new attacks as
well. The algorithms have many steps performed in a ran-
domized fashion, and use a seed s for a cryptographically
strong pseudorandom generatorG(s) [19] as the watermark
secret.

Let M = m1, ...,mn denote an input image. The val-
ues mi typically represent the coefficients of some image
transform, such as a DCT or wavelet transform, but could
denote any data comprising the image. To insert a single
watermark bit b into M , we do the following:

1. Using b as a part of seed selection for the generatorG,
spread b into a pseudorandom vector Y = y1, ..., yn,
where yi = +d or −d (or chosen from a symmet-
ric distribution) and d is a real constant. The values
yi could also be chosen pseudorandomly from ranges
such as [d/2, 3d/2] and [−3d/2,−d/2], which give
better results.

2. Compute the sum W = M + Y = w1, ..., wn, where
wi = mi + yi.

The signal W is the resulting watermarked image. To
detect a bit in W , we generate Y as above, and compute a
correlation c, or normalized dot product, between Y andW :

c = (y1w1 + ...+ ynwn)/(nd2).

This value is normally close to 1 if the watermark bit is
present, and close to 0 otherwise. To distinguish between
”0” and ”1” bits, we can use two different pseudorandom
sequences to compute the correlation c twice. Alternately,
we can use the sequences Y and−Y for embedding 0 and 1,
respectively; then we compute c once and judge which bit is
present based on whether c is close to 1 or to−1. To embed



more than one bit, we can embed different bits into different
image regions. Also, we can use 2k different pseudorandom
sequences to embed strings of k bits; we then compute c
for each sequence to determine which of the 2k possible bit
strings was embedded. In practice, k is likely to be small
(less than 10).

3. OUR ENHANCEMENTS

In our tests, the above algorithm works well when no ma-
licious attacks are applied to watermarked images. Embed-
ded data are easily detectable in reasonably sized images
(100 by 100 and above) even when images are degraded
by lossy compression, such as JPEG at 25 percent quality.
However, small amounts of cropping and scaling suffice to
foil the simple detection process outlined above. Addition-
ally, programs such as StirMark and unZign, which apply
slight geometric and noise distortions, often degrade water-
marks beyond detection even when images are not cropped
or scaled. To counter these anti-watermark processes, we
use several enhancements of the basic algorithm. Not all of
these techniques were equally effective on each image in our
experiments, which we describe later. The first two meth-
ods below aim against both current and potential new at-
tacks, while our image-enhancement procedure can be seen
as putting an attacked image in canonical form before test-
ing.

1. Embedding in a specially chosen domain: As has
been done in the literature [1], we insert watermark
data into the DCT or wavelet transform of an entire
image, and we choose a random subset of coefficients
with the highest power in a transform region that omits
both the lowest and highest frequencies. This region
comprises about 10% of the entire DCT, and was ex-
perimentally chosen by tests run on a variety of im-
ages. The coefficients we choose are ”important” for
the image, and thus are likely to retain our embedded
watermark data despite visually unimportant distor-
tions. The random subsets help deflect averaging at-
tacks that collect many distinct images watermarked
with the same secret and use averaging to read out
(and possibly reduce) components of the watermark.
We note that the random subset of coefficients chosen
for watermarking the original image may differ par-
tially from the subset chosen during detection, after
an image is distorted. However, this does not cause
major problems.

2. Subset computations: We compute individual corre-
lations over pseudorandom subsets of the watermark
data to generate many different watermark responses
c1, ..., cp. The watermark subsets can overlap, but the

correlations have some formal independence proper-
ties, allowing us to use standard statistical methods
for detection when the overall correlation is low. In
a sense, we can ”zoom in” on the watermark sec-
tions that are strongest after attacks. We may ignore
subsets with the lowest correlations and emphasize
remaining subsets, or apply a more involved detec-
tion process. As an example where subsets help, note
that an entire correlation-based watermark can theo-
retically be removed by changing one or a few wa-
termarked coefficients by appropriate amounts; how-
ever, subset correlations will ignore such coefficients,
and consequently allow us to detect the watermark
data that remain in other coefficients. Thus, an ef-
fective attack must try to reduce or desynchronize the
watermark data across a noticeable fraction of the im-
age DCT or wavelet coefficients.

3. Image enhancement: This step is not needed while
embedding watermarks, but only during detection. To
amplify a watermark embedded in high-power, low-
to middle-frequency DCT coefficients, we apply his-
togram equalization to an image before we attempt
watermark detection. Typically, such image enhance-
ment increases watermark response by 25− 200 per-
cent, and occasionally much more, depending on the
specific image. For non-watermarked images, wa-
termark responses are similar with and without his-
togram equalization. When a program such as Stir-
Mark or unZign degrades the watermark in an image,
the enhancement procedure often makes the differ-
ence between failed and successful detection.

4. Grid snapping: To counter moderate amounts of re-
sizing and cropping, we rescale images before water-
marking, either to a standard size or to some quan-
tized dimensions (e.g., rounded to the nearest 20 pix-
els), and then restore original size. For detection, we
similarly rescale images; with quantized dimensions,
we try several different rescalings. The parameters
of this search should be chosen to balance time com-
plexity and desired likelihood of watermark detec-
tion. In domains such as the DCT, minor cropping
leaves enough watermark data intact for detection,
and resizing causes slight watermark degradation, as
shown by our experiments. Resizing to quantized di-
mensions tends to give better results than rescaling
to a standard size, because of coalescing and averag-
ing phenomena that affect DCT coefficients in signif-
icantly resized images.

5. Multi-region embedding: To decrease the probabil-
ity of false positives, and to increase the probabil-
ity of detection, we can embed separate watermarks
into two or more possibly overlapping regions of the



image. During detection, we use the responses for
all regions simultaneously. For non-watermarked im-
ages, accidentally high watermark values can cause
false positives, but the probability is significantly de-
creased when multiple watermark responses for dif-
ferent regions are used. When watermark response
is weak in one or more regions of an attacked water-
marked image, responses for other regions can help
in determining watermark presence.

4. SECURITY ISSUES

The secret key used in a watermark may be be vulnera-
ble to attacks other than destroying or hiding (desynchro-
nizing) the watermark. Watermarking many images with
the same secret, or with one of a handful of different se-
crets, is necessary for any reasonable use of a watermark-
ing system. However, if one uses the same secret for many
images, each image may reveal some small portion of the
pseudorandom sequence used. Combined over several im-
ages, such leaks may compromise the secret. To counter
this, we can derive an image-dependent, secret, random bi-
nary stringKI = Hash(K, I) from a master secretK; such
an image hash (e.g., 128 bits) should be the same after an
image is watermarked and/or attacked, while the hash val-
ues of visually distinct images should be uncorrelated. For
such a proposal, see [20, 21]. Image hashes are also use-
ful for searching image databases, because they reduce the
problem of inexact image comparison to exact binary-string
comparison. This is a direct analogue of authentication in
cryptography [19].

Some of the randomizing features of our algorithms seek
to minimize the assumptions on how input images are gen-
erated. We believe this is important for watermarking tech-
niques to work well across a range of images with vary-
ing characteristics, including images traditionally difficult
to watermark robustly. A combinatorial approach to formu-
lating and analyzing the problem at hand is in progress and
will appear elsewhere.

5. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows watermark responses for 100 images, each
watermarked and then distorted by medium JPEG compres-
sion and the basic StirMark transformation. One correct
watermark key results in high responses, further improved
by image enhancement, and 19 incorrect keys generate low
responses. While results vary among images, in general
our techniques are effective at enabling watermark detec-
tion despite distortions, although a process more involved
than threshold decision may be required.
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Fig. 1. Watermark responses for 100 images after JPEG
and StirMark distortion. The horizontal and vertical axes
denote image number (1-100) and normalized watermark
response, respectively. The bottom curves show responses
on incorrect keys, and the top two curves show normal and
enhanced responses on the watermark keys.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented a variety of techniques for enhancing the ro-
bustness of image watermarks. Our techniques often make
the difference between successful and failed detection, par-
ticularly when programs such as StirMark and unZign dis-
tort images to degrade watermarks. In this paper we did not
address the problem of Web ”presentation” attacks, such as
the mosaic attack [14]; this is an area that requires a separate
approach, because such attacks split up images, or combine
several images into one. However, as shown by extensive
experiments, our methods help significantly in recovering
watermarks from distorted images provided separately and
in their entirety.
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